Analgesic and mechanistic evaluation of spiradoline, a potent kappa opioid.
Spiradoline (a congener of the kappa opioid agonist, U-50488H) was evaluated for analgesic and related activities in rodents. In nine antinociceptive assays utilizing various thermal, pressure and chemical and physical irritants, the potency of spiradoline ranges from 4.7 to 23 (mean = 13) times that of U-50488H. Naloxone blocks the analgesic effect of spiradoline. The in vivo naloxone pA2 for this antagonism is much lower than that for the antagonism of morphine and approximates that of U-50488H. The analgesic potency of spiradoline is greatly reduced in mice made tolerant to U-50488H but not in those made tolerant to morphine. Repeated treatment with spiradoline does not induce physical dependence as evidenced by a lack of naloxone-precipitated jumping and withdrawal-induced hyperalgesia. In sum, these observations suggest that spiradoline is a potent kappa agonist analgesic. However, further evaluation of spiradoline revealed differences between this compound and U-50488H. We have previously shown that the analgesic effect of the latter compound, but not that of morphine, is profoundly antagonized by reserpine or p-chlorophenylalanine. In contrast, spiradoline is only marginally antagonized by these serotonin-depleting treatments. Evaluation of the enantiomers of spiradoline revealed that the (-)-enantiomer is more than 30 times as potent as the (+)-enantiomer in analgesic tests. The (-)-enantiomer is similar to U-50488H with regard to antagonism by p-chlorophenylalanine, lack of physical dependence-inducing properties and cross-tolerance. In contrast the (+)-enantiomer induces physical dependence and displays marked cross-tolerance in morphine-tolerant mice.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)